
INTRODUCTION 

How would you feel if you were captured for 
other people to watch your every move? If every 
aspect of your everyday life were manipulated 
and controlled, would you be able to feel 
happy? The topics of animal testing, domestic 
animal abuse, and the treatment of animals in 
captivity are all important to discuss to spread 
awareness about the extent of animal cruelty 
existing in the world today. However, this project 
will specifically focus on animals in captivity in 
zoos. According to the World Association of 
Zoos and Aquariums, there are an estimated of 
10,000 zoos around the world, attracting 700 
million visitors each year (WAZA). Note that 
these numbers do not include animal parks, 
circuses, or private collections where animals 
are also in captivity. An estimated 1 million large 
animals are held in zoos worldwide (Isakov). 
Many of the captive animals that are in zoos 

have evolved to require large territories in the 
wild that cannot even be compared to the areas 
they are offered in zoos. Personally, I believe 
that zoos are an infraction on animal rights and 
that it is time for us to make a change. 

Almost everyone has visited a zoo at least 
once in their lifetime, but most people never 
really put a second thought to the animals’ 
experience. Animals who are meant to be in the 
wild are kept in captivity for their whole lives. 
During this hard time, in 2020 and 2021, the 
COVID-19 pandemic has shown many of us how 
hard it can be to get your normal everyday life 
stolen from you. Many of us have been forced to 
quarantine for a long time; we have experienced 
feeling limited and depressed. But what if I tell 
you that this is the way we have forced animals 
to live for hundreds of years? Hopefully, we can 
learn from this experience and realize that no 
creature deserves a life in captivity. Abolishing 

zoos is not something 
that can happen in a 
day, and many different 
factors must be taken 
into account. However, 
we need to keep in 
mind that which matters 
the most, which is the 
lives of innocent 
animals. Every day that 
passes while animals 
are kept in zoos is one 
day too many. 

 With regards to 
animals’ captivity, there 
are a lot of both 
scholarly debates and 
popular discussions on 
social media situated in 
the field of environ-
mental science and 
activism, more 
specifically zoology. For 
example, Jenny Gray, 
who is the Chief 
Executive Officer of 
Zoos Victoria, discusses 
the ethics of keeping 
wild animals in zoos in 
her book Zoo Ethics. She 
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brings up the challenges of compassionate 
conservation and why zoos should be 
considered unethical. Like Gray, I believe that 
zoos are an infraction on animal rights; therefore, 
all zoos should be abolished. There have to be 
better ways to educate people and to save 
endangered animals, and that is exactly what I 
will investigate in this project. Zoos label 
themselves as “education for conservation” 
rather than as entertainment, but I wonder if that 
really is the case. To answer this question, I will 
explore the history of zoos, and look into current 
debates surrounding animal rights and animal 
welfare. I will also dig deeper into the discussion 
about the ethics of zoos to find different 
perspectives to interpret. I have to analyze the 
main purpose of why zoos exist and what it is 
that makes them ethically wrong. 

HISTORY OF ZOOS 

The history of zoos goes back all the way to year 
1752, when the world’s first zoo was founded 
(McGarry). The zoo is called Tiergarten 
Schönbrunn and it is located in Vienna. From the 
very beginning it was a royal menagerie seen as 
a symbol of imperial Austrian extravagance 
(McGarry). In fact, most of the oldest zoos were 
seen as status symbols, standing for royal 
wealth, and rich people showed their power by 
having private animal collections. Leaders 
exchanged animals as a sign of power and 
influence, and at this time animals were often 
sent as significant gifts (Gray 12). Zoos were also 
seen as important since they confirmed status in 
the city (Gray 13). Monkeys, antelopes, and 
colorful birds were part of Schönnbrunn’s first 
collection. The first elephant arrived in 1770, 
along with bears, big cats, and kangaroos. It was 
not until the year 1779 that the animals being 
captured were shown to the public. Of course 
people were very fascinated and curious to see 
exotic animals from around the world, and the 
concept of the too quickly became popular. 
However, at this time zoologists did not have 
enough knowledge of how to take care of the 
exotic animals since they were transported from 
the other side of the globe. As a result, the 
animals lived very stressful and short lives since 
the zoologists could not manage their needs 
(McGarry). 

Today, the four main roles of zoos are 
conservation, research, education, and 
recreation. Furthermore, zoologists have way 
more knowledge about animals and their needs. 
The development of zoos and animal welfare 
shows how our relationships with animals have 

changed over time (Gray 14). However, the way 
that animals in zoos are treated is far from 
sufficient when it comes to the requirements of 
the animals. According to Gray, back then, zoos 
reflected the social issue of that time (Gray 15). I 
believe that zoos still reflect the social issue in 
our society.  

ANIMAL RIGHTS 

According to the Human League, “Animal rights 
advocates believe that non-human animals 
should be free to live as they wish, without being 
used, exploited, or otherwise interfered with by 
humans” (“Animal Rights”). Because, just as 
humans have human rights, animals have animal 
rights. Animal rights activists and scholars claim 
that even non-human animals are morally 
relevant and that their fundamental interests 
should enjoy the same legal status as human 
interests. This means that animals' basic 
interests, such as not suffering, needs to be 
respected and considered. The Animal Welfare 
Act (AWA) is the primary federal animal 
protection law in the U.S. (“Laws that Protect 
Animals”). It mainly protects animals kept in zoos 
and animals used in laboratories. Additionally, 
entertainment law focuses mainly on captive 
wild animals in zoos. The law includes a few 
legal protections, but it is clear that stronger 
protections are necessary since keeping wild 
animals captive in zoos constitutes abuse as an 
entertainment (“Laws that Protect Animals”). 
According to Andrew Linzey, who is the 
founding director of the Oxford Centre for 
Animal Ethics, laws regarding animals are not 
designed to really protect the animals. The laws 
are designed to protect humans in their 
relationships with animals (Linzey 230). Animal 
welfare laws have existed for more than two 
hundred years but they have only been setting 
the minimum standard of care (Linzey 230). For 
example, the animal welfare act includes that 
zoos must provide sufficient space to allow each 
animal to make normal postural and social 
adjustments with adequate freedom of 
movement. This proves that the laws need to 
develop in order to not just give the minimum 
standard (“Laws that Protect Animals”). 

One question that might appear while 
discussing animal rights is whether animals are 
equal to humans or not. The answer to that is 
that every living being on earth has an inherent 
value based on sentience that renders a being 
worthy of moral consideration (Stoop). Both 
animals and humans have self-awareness, the 
ability to make conscious decisions, and 
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personal preferences that guide their actions. 
This means that animals should be considered 
equal to humans. 

Animal rights are important because they 
represent a set of beliefs that go against seeing 
animals as nothing more than mindless 
machines. Seeing animals as non-sentient and 
unfeeling beings is inaccurate, but this is what 
once justified humans to use animals for their 
desire. These kinds of beliefs do not belong in 
our modern world; today we know better. 
Gradually, humans have accepted and 
understood that animals do in fact have 
emotions and that they are able to feel pain and 
suffer harm. This means that animals should be 
viewed as individuals with their own dignity, 
value, and rights (Linzey 221). Many zoo 
enclosures that were accepted only fifty years 
ago are today completely unacceptable (Gray 
15). Changing perspective and challenging 
traditional views are two major factors to make a 
difference. Philosophers and ethicists have 
challenged the dominant view of animals, and 
that is one of the main reasons to why we look at 
animals differently than we did hundreds of 
years ago (Linzey 221). One philosopher who 
made a huge impact on they way people viewed 
animals is Charles Darwin (“Animals Think”). In 
his book The Expression of Emotions in Man and 
Animals, Darwin examined joy, love and grief in 
birds, domestic animals, and primates. Donald 
Griffin, however, is considered to be the founder 
of the modern field involving the study of animal 
consciousness. In his book The Question of 
Animal Awareness, he argued that animals could 
indeed think and that their ability to do this could 
be subjected to proper scientific scrutiny 
(“Animals Think”). This shows that it really is 
possible to change the way humans see and 
treat animals. A world in which animals are 
completely free from human exploitation seems 
far off right now, but we have to start 
somewhere. It will definitely be a big step to give 
animals in captivity their freedom back.  

ANIMAL CRUELTY 

Keeping wild animals in zoos is a major concern 
for scholars studying animal cruelty. The three 
main needs of an animal are comfort, choice, 
and control. Zoo life deprives animals of their 
freedom and poses several threats to their 
health and wellbeing. Animals have the need to 
make their own decisions about when, what, or 
how they want to live. For example, some 
animals have the need to hunt, which cannot be 
fulfilled in captivity. They live in cages and 

enclosures that cannot in any way compare to 
the jungles, savannas, and forests that are their 
natural homes and habitats. Animals that are 
meant to fly over large areas are forced to exist 
in confined spaces. Predators are kept near 
animals that would be prey animals for them in 
the wild, which causes stress for both species 
(“Zoos: The Life”). 

Both the physical and mental health of 
animals are affected negatively as a 
consequence of being held captive. Keeping 
wild animals caged can cause infections, bone 
fractures, and starvation. In addition, limited 
spaces and insufficient stimulation can lead to 
stereotypical behaviors such as circling, pacing, 
bar-biting, vomiting, neck-twisting, and self-
mutilation (“Zoos and Aquaria”). Stereotypical 
behavior describes animals’ behavior which is 
repetitive and invariant and that has no function 
at all (Lamont). When kept in confined spaces, 
animals tend to get very frustrated and 
disturbed, which can result in animals harming 
each other. It is also very common that animals 
in zoos suffer from depression and anxiety. One 
example that can cause depression and anxiety 
for animals in zoos is that many animals are 
taken from their families and sent to other zoos. 
They are forced to leave what might be their 
only safety and forced to experience a new 
unknown habitat. And, once again, the animal 
has to adjust to a habitat that is unnatural and, 
therefore, it is a change that causes the animal 
to experience stress and anxiety (“Zoos: The 
Life”). 

 Another thing that is highly concerning is 
the way that some zoos deal with problems 
when it comes to limited spaces. According to 
Animal Equality, it is common that animals are 
killed when their group size exceeds the space 
allotted to them (“Zoos: The Life”). This means 
that zookeepers think that they have the right to 
end the life of innocent animals just because 
they do not have enough room for them in the 
zoo. Some animals are also killed when they no 
longer attract enough people or benefit the zoo 
in other ways. Zoos seek animals that are most 
appealing to the public and that are mostly baby 
animals, taken away from their mothers way too 
early (“Zoos: The Life”). A tragic example of a 
case where an innocent animal was shot and 
killed just because of the reason that it would 
not benefit the zoo is the case of the giraffe 
Marius at the Copenhagen Zoo in 2014. Marius 
was a healthy 18-month-old giraffe who was 
genetically unsuitable for future captive 
breeding, as his genes were over-represented in 
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the captive population (Morell). This cannot be 
justified in any way and I believe that it is totally 
unacceptable and cold-blooded. 

Humans are also the ones who cause 
stress for zoo animals. Animals are subjected to 
camera flashes, and hundreds of people spend 
each day in front of their cages watching them. If 
you have ever been to a zoo, I think that you 
might have realized that many people, mostly 
children, knock on the glasses of the cages to 
get the animals’ attention. Animals are also 
exposed to loud noises of people screaming 
which can stress the animals extremely (“Zoos: 
The Life”). I believe that the least people can do 
when deciding to visit a zoo is to show respect 
toward animals. I understand that children might 
not understand that kind of respect at such a 
young age, but the parents do have 
responsibility for the way their 
children act. Also, there is a very 
dangerous side of zoos when it 
comes to humans being in 
close contact with animals. 
There have been several cases 
where humans have entered 
the enclosures of animals. One 
case I think most of us are 
familiar with is the case of 
Harambe, a gorilla who 
was shot and killed after a 
three-year-old boy fell into his 
enclosure at the Cincinnati Zoo 
in 2016 (Brown). This is an 
incident that received a lot of 
attention on social media and it 
should have been an eye-
opener for all of us. I do not 
believe that it was wrong to kill 
the seventeen-year-old gorilla 
to save the three-year-old boy, 
but this incident should not 
have been allowed to occur in 
the first place. Harambe was an 
innocent gorilla kept in a zoo 
where later something that he 
could control caused his death. 
And it is not just the life of the 
animals that is in danger in zoos; 
it is also the life of humans. As 
proven, zoos cannot offer one-
hundred-percent safe 
environments, and more 
accidents will most likely occur 
in the future if we do not decide 
to make a change.  

ZOOS AS AN IMPORTANT FORM OF 
EDUCATION 

Even though zoos can be seen as an infraction 
on animal rights, zoos offer opportunities to 
educate visitors about wildlife and habitat 
conservation. It is proven that knowledge of the 
animals that exist around the world helps 
children develop a greater level of sensitivity for 
animals (Bachani). They become more 
responsible towards nature and develop 
empathy for the animals and the world around 
them. However, in my opinion, animal welfare is 
more important and should be prioritized over 
human education since there are other ways for 
us to fulfill that kind of education. I think that 
children should learn about animal rights 
instead of developing empathy for the animals 
so they become more responsible for nature. As 
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a child, you do not understand what is wrong 
with using animals for entertainment if no one 
ever discusses it with you. When I was a child, I 
loved going to zoos, aquaria, and circuses and it 
was not until I was older that I realized that these 
places are wrong. I do not blame my parents 
because I believe that this view of zoos is also 
something that has changed over time. The 
topic of animal rights and animal cruelty in zoos 
became popular on social media only a couple 
of years ago, and I believe that it was not until 
then that a lot of people began to question it. 
For many, zoos are such a normal thing that they 
have grown up with them and therefore they 
have never been seen as something to actually 
question. But, just like many other things, there 
will come a time when a change is needed. 

Zoos are also vital to the conservation of 
many species because they are keeping 
endangered species safe from extinction across 
the world. However, according to the 
organization Born Free, only 15 percent of the 
thousands of species held in zoos are 
considered threatened (“Zoos and Aquaria”). The 
argument that zoos exist to protect endangered 
species is therefore not sustainable. There are 
better ways of keeping endangered animals 
safe from extinction and they should not be 
connected to any kind of entertainment. 

According to Animal Equality, the alleged 
educational role of zoos needs to be challenged 
if we want to live in a just and equitable society 
that respects animals. Zoos can teach us the 
exact opposite of empathy and sensitivity, and I 
believe that this is something 
that humans realize only when 
they get older. Zoos show that 
humans have the right to 
enslave animals and they 
suggest that animals have no 
other purpose other than 
entertaining us. Therefore, zoos 
do not teach us to respect 
animals as individuals, and this 
is something that a child might 
not understand (“Zoos: The 
Life”). 

SOLUTIONS FOR KEEPING ALL 
ANIMALS SAFE 

One example of creating a 
better life for captive animals is 
to prioritize keeping animals 
safe in their natural habitats if 
possible. People who really care 
about protecting animals and 

endangered species should donate to 
organizations that focus on keeping animals 
safe in the wild. It is important to keep their 
natural environment safe because otherwise 
there is nowhere left for the animals to go. This 
is where I believe that more people will become 
involved since it includes ongoing problems with 
climate change and human interference in 
nature. Rainforests are being destroyed, glaciers 
are melting, and savannas are endangered. 
These are the homes of millions of animals and, 
in order to keep the animals safe, we must save 
their homes. The ever-growing human 
population and its consumption of resources is 
the biggest cause of deforestation. When it 
comes to climate change and its effect on our 
environment, it is important that we understand 
that in order to be able to save the animals, we 
might also have to change our own lifestyle. I 
believe that people becoming environmentally 
conscious and that decreasing their ecological 
footprint would result in a huge positive change. 
Humans also need to keep being reminded that 
we are not the only species living on earth and 
that, therefore, we should not be the only 
species benefitting from the resources on earth. 

Animals should not be exposed to stress 
caused by humans and, if they are kept captive, 
for safety reasons, they should not be used for 
entertainment. There are already many 
examples of organizations that keep wild 
animals safe without exposing them to humans, 
but the problem is that these kinds of 
organizations do not have enough attention. 
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Stop Poaching has an event to help save wildlife 
where it hosts activities with different 
conservationists and celebrities. This can be 
seen as a form of entertainment, but the event 
has a different purpose than zoos have. The 
purpose is to keep the animals safe rather than 
the selfishly using animals as an entertainment 
for people. 

Abolishing zoos is not something that can 
happen in a day, but every single one of us has 
the choice to make. The action that is needed is 
as easy as simply not visiting zoos. If people do 
not support animals as an entertainment, 
animals will not be used like that anymore. And, 
as mentioned before, we can go even further to 
make a change by focusing on keeping animals 
safe in their natural habitats. The action that is 
needed is for people to have a sustainable 
lifestyle and to stop being selfish. 

CONCLUSION

There are other ways to educate humans and to 
save endangered animals than keeping animals 
in zoos, and animals should not be used as an 
entertainment for humans. Zoos as an important 
form of education might in fact teach us crucial 
lessons about human power. Rather than 
children learning empathic and sensitive 
behavior, zoos show how humans treat other 
species unequally. The habit of holding animals 
in captivity started because humans wanted to 
show off their power and wealth. Today, animals 
are used to entertain humans and that is one 
example of how humans mistreat their so-called 
power they have over other species. It is clear 
that captive animals suffer both physically and 
mentally. Some animals suffer from depression 
and anxiety which can also result in physical 
pain. This is an unbearable situation, as 
mentioned before, and, just as humans have 
human rights, animals have animal rights and 
inherent value. Therefore, it is important that we 
all understand that every living being, human or 
non-human, should be treated in the way they 
deserve and they should be able to follow their 
own will. And if it is not possible to keep some 
animals safe for environmental reasons, they 
should still not be held in captivity or be 
exhibited. Being in captivity is already very 
stressful for animals, and interaction with 
humans only worsens the stress. Animals in 
captivity should not suffer, and therefore all zoos 
should be abolished. Again, how would you feel 
if you were captured for other people to watch 
your every move? If every aspect of your 
everyday life were manipulated and controlled, 

would you be able to feel happy? Our focus 
should be on keeping the animals safe in their 
natural habitats where they can live like they are 
supposed to. ❖
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